Dearborn Arab Festival: Sharia Love in the USA
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Terrorism, jihad, violence, hatred, racism, bigotry, are strangling cultures ...
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Okay, I understand and appreciate what you are saying. I pray that you were able to plant seeds that will grow. But the portrayal in the video is that these are such wonderful people that we should all aspire to be like them. Those who view the video who are neither Christian nor Muslim would likely interpret you as endorsing Islam since you praise the muslims so much. I don't mean to be critical, but somehow this just doesn't feel right in my spirit.

Yes, I realize what you are saying, but the video did say that Josh wanted to share Christ with them. Josh wants Muslims to understand that Christianity teaches a personal relationship with a loving God which is something not taught by Islam.
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"DEARBORN ARAB FESTIVAL: SHARIA LOVE IN THE USA"
JOSH MCDOWELL YOUTUBE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIH1F7KGWnY
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